
                                       Westchester Corvette Club 

December 7,2021 meeting minutes 

Attendees:  Vin Camporeale, Dennis P. Pennino, Rich Dolce, Peter LoPresti, Rich Sarcone, Robert Ricci, 
Joe Sparono, Eric Canova, Joe Covais, Art Templeton, Donald Baisley, Bob Weiss, Ralph Raiano, Sal C, 
Bob Giglio, Neil Rhodes, Vincent Stellio 

 Rich Sarcone brought the meeting to order at 6:40PM.  

 The first topic of discussion was Carlyle, however for the benefit of our new 
members, Dennis Pennino gave a brief description of what Carlyle was all about. 
When completed Dennis went on to talk about the Carlyle tent and parking space 
rental proposal that we discussed at the last meeting.  Rich Sarcone made a 
motion to move forward with the proposal and Dennis Pennino second it.  Joe 
Covais will place the order with Carlyle. 

 Our next topic was a discussion of next years car shows.  The Auto Center wants 
us to return so it was decided to be our first show of the year with a tentative date 
of May 15 rain date May 22.  Our second show will probably be in September.  
Details will develop at future meetings. 

 Rich Sarcone proposed that one of our car shows be dedicated to the memory of 
Don Swallow.  Don was so dedicated to Westchester Corvettes that he truly felt 
that the club members were his family, since he had none of his own.  We will 
discuss the details at subsequent meetings. 

 The next order of business was the Holiday Party.  It was decided that February 
5th or the 12th would work.  The next step is to find a venue.   We are hoping to 
have at least 50 attendees the consensus was that we should have at least that 
many. The details should be determined by our next meeting in January. 

 We have been using Go-Daddy for all our e-mailing at no cost.  We have been 
notified that hence fourth a fee of $100.00/year will be levied.  After some 
discussion Rich Sarcone made a motion to agree to the new terms. Joe Covais 
agreed and Eric Canova second, all those present were in favor. 

 At this point Rich introduced a new member, Donald Beisley.  Don is a car 
enthusiast owning a corvette and a 1929 model A ford hot rod.  All members gave 
him a warm welcome. 

 Rich Sarcone asked if anyone had any new business at which time George Ulley 
wanted to comment on the games dealers play with the price of new corvettes.  
George informed us that GM has a strict rule that corvettes are not to be sold over 
dealer list.  If dealers do so, they will lose their allotment of corvettes plus 
additional penalties.  He went on to explain some of the tricks they use to get 



around this policy.  So, for those who plan to purchase a new corvette be aware of 
this policy. 

 Since no new business was brought to the floor Rich adjourned the meeting at 
7:25PM. 

 Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday January 4, 2022. 

Submitted by 
Vincent Camporeale.  


